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In the history of technology the early modern period is often described as a kind of gray area wedged between the technical conquests of the Middle Ages and the "miracle" of the Industrial Revolution, a time during which, despite extraordinary scientific progress, there were no technological innovations comparable to those that went before or came after. 1 This picture distorts our understanding of an era marked by an important phenomenon in the history of technology: the spread of technical knowledge through the movement of people. Technical knowledge of the time was essentially practical-gained from direct personal experience, jealously guarded by the individual craftsman. Consequently, the diffusion of technical knowledge depended first and foremost on the migration of those in possession of it, rather than on the proliferation of technical treatises. a large number of manufacturing towns became strategic crossroads for the transmission of technical know-how during the early modern period. Frequently, in fact, those who could not obtain adequate recognition of their skills in one urban center sought a warmer welcome in another. Adding this element to an existing picture based principally on the epic events of the age (such as the creation of religious refugees) or on the migrations of journeymen renders it a more complex and fluid image of the dynamic circulation of technical know-how. In fact, if we change focus from a panoramic view of Europe to look more closely at the various national realities, it immediately becomes clear that the diffusion of technical knowledge via the movement of peoples took many different shapes, varying with period and place.
This article is concerned with northern Italy between the sixteenth and the eighteenth centuries. That region saw neither relevant in-migrations of craftsmen fleeing religious persecution nor institutionalized forms of tramping for journeymen. Instead, the mobility of the skilled workforce was regulated by the actions of two institutions dedicated to opposing objectives (or at least appearing to be so): the urban craft guilds and the patent laws. On the one hand, the states of northern Italy were among the first to encourage the spread of technical knowledge by conceding privileges and monopolies to those who introduced new processes and products. 8 On the other, they were also home to strong, deep-rooted guild organizations, which traditional scholarship has characterized as rigidly conservative obstacles to technological progress in the Italian economy during this period. 9 There is a literature on the patent system and an even richer one on the guilds, but with regard to the question of the diffusion of know-how each has often ignored the other. 10 This article draws on both to demonstrate (Florence, 1996) . Scholarship on the Italian guilds is copious. The most recent works are Simona Cerutti, Mestieri e privilegi: Nascita delle corporazioni a Torino (Turin, 1992) ; Elisabetta Merlo, Le corporazioni, conflitti e soppressioni: Milano tra Sei e Settecento (Milan, 1996) ; Alberto Guenzi, Paola Massa, and F. Piola Caselli, eds., Guilds, Markets and Work Regulations in Italy, Centuries (Aldershot, 1998); Luca Molà, The Silk that patents and guilds were not always in conflict but rather were two aspects of the same institutional setup, whose objective was to attract craftsmen who knew technical "secrets." It is impossible to fully comprehend the dissemination of technical knowledge without considering the combined action of the two. Their interaction demonstrates that the existence of such an institutional context was a necessary condition, although not always sufficient in itself to ensure that the transfer of technical knowledge would occur. The creation of networks, at times semiclandestine, through which craftsmen could renew their supplies of raw materials, semifinished goods, and equipment, was also a determining factor in the consolidation of manufacture based on imported technique.
The final part of this article shows how this system, based on a particular institutional context and a well-oiled commercial network, experienced a crisis in the eighteenth century, when the objective of the competition between manufacturing centers changed from acquiring secrets related to the production process to adopting product innovations in response to market demand. Consumers' choices were increasingly conditioned by the caprices of fashion, which had become the arbiter of good taste in many sectors, from cloth to clothing, from household objects to ornamental articles. Competition came to be based on design, on creativity, and on novelty. That was a battle that could not be won with the old strategy of attracting craftsmen by granting them privileges and then mastering their secrets.
This article is based on both secondary sources and primary research, some of which has been published elsewhere piecemeal. It offers a global interpretation of the mechanisms that determined the circulation of the skilled workforce. Northern Italy was made up of a few states and many cities; the evidence gathered here, while it does not cover the whole of this complex reality, does illustrate a series of case studies that, given their importance and representativeness, allows us to form a reliable interpretation of the facts.
Guilds and Secrets
For a long time, technical knowledge in the preindustrial economy was essentially, though of course not exclusively, based on the accumulation and filtering down of craft experience. It was a process of relatively slow growth through incremental technical change. 11 The guilds played a decisive role in accumulating, preserving, and transmitting technical knowhow in many European urban centers, above all in Italy, by codifying knowledge related to various production processes and ensuring that this heritage was preserved and handed down from generation to generation through severe and rigidly organized apprentice systems. 12 The technical supremacy achieved by many manufacturing centers in northern Italy between the Middle Ages and the early modern period is explained by guild practice as well as by the acquisition of a strategic position in international trade.
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It was often in such a context-thanks to easy access to raw materials, or consistent demand, or favorable environmental conditions-that the specialties that distinguished European manufacturing centers from one another emerged or became established. As Carlo Poni reminds us, the Bolognese silk merchants thought that the value of the veils produced in Bologna derived from "the unrepeatable quality of the local silk as well as [from] the waters of the Savena canal where they were washed." 14 The majority of the most important manufacturing cities in preindustrial Europe were known on the international market for one (and sometimes more than one) particular item of trade. Giovanni Botero, in a treatise on the "causes of the greatness of the cities" written at the end of the sixteenth century, observed that such specialization was in effect a fundamental attribute of urban rank:
It will be of great advantage, in attracting people to our city, that she should have some important trade in her hands: this may be either wholly, or in part, due to her rich earth from which all things come; or due to the capability of her inhabitants. . . . There is also an excellence in skill, which either for the quality of the water, or for the subtlety of the inhabitants or for the hidden knowledge of the same, or for other similar reason succeeds better in one place than another, as with weapons in Damascus and in Schiraz [Persia] , as with tapestries in Arras [France] , woollen cloth in Florence, velvet in Genoa, brocade in Milan and scarlet cloth in Venice. 15 Similar views were expressed a couple of centuries later by Marsilio Landriani, who, while traveling across Europe to visit the most important centers, had used the opportunity to understand how manufacturing had changed over time. 16 He recalled the lost supremacy of Italian silk manu- These production specialties, alongside others, arose from the creation of a grid of competence and complementary techniques. 18 In the silk sector, for example, this grid comprised spinners, weavers, and dyers, as well as the joiners who built and repaired the silk-throwing mills and looms, the workers who made the combs used in the weaving process, and those who created the motifs reproduced in the cloth. 19 The supremacy acquired in a particular production sector was jealously defended through careful protection of the knowledge of the techniques employed, with every member of the corporation bound to secrecy. 20 The intent was to block the spread of technical knowledge and so forestall competition. Guarding the knowledge that underpinned manufacturing supremacy became a priority for the guilds and for the state, particularly in strategic production sectors-those that represented the core manufacturing business of a city or town. Other, less relevant, products were not honored with similar attention.
21
Skilled craftsmen carefully kept their trade secrets even where a formal guild structure did not exist, as in the case of traveling artisans in the building sector-plasterers from Como or stonecutters and stonemasons from Tuscany or Brescia, who went wherever church or palace building sites opened up. 22 23 Much less well known but equally interesting is the case of the glassmakers of Altare, a village in the Ligurian hinterland. The statutes of their guild permitted them to move elsewhere for work on condition that they paid a tax to the local administration, did not produce certain types of glass, limited their absence to a maximum of three months, and, of course, kept the secrets of the craft.
24
In addition to guarding their craft secrets, artisans needed to faithfully adhere to practices that yielded work of the standard that had made a product successful in the first place. During the early modern period the guilds often ended up creating an institutional context generally inhospitable to radical innovation-a situation, as Patrice Flichy has put it, characterized by "ordinary technical activity with incremental innovation." 25 This both limited the diffusion of techniques and erected a barrier against the introduction of new processes and products. 26 The guilds' hostile attitude toward radical innovation is most perceptible in the seventeenth and eigh- teenth centuries-that is, in the period during which urban manufactures in northern Italy began to lose ground to international competitors invading the market with low-quality, low-cost goods. 27 In many cases the decision to raise barriers in defense of the high-quality, traditional processes and products that had made the fortunes of the Italian cities up to the sixteenth century was neither short sighted nor foolish. The guild system was an organized system of production whose constituent elements-long apprenticeship, marked specialization, limited membership-had been "planned" to produce a limited amount of high-quality goods. In the majority of cases the guilds answered the challenge to that system using the weapons they had available, insisting on the traditional techniques and products-the mix that had been a winner for centuries.
But the guilds did not represent an obstacle to the introduction of new techniques everywhere or at all times; the situation could vary from city to city and also from sector to sector. In Venice, for example, the guilds responded to the introduction of new techniques in silk weaving and glassmaking, both vital sectors of the economy, by keeping tradition and innovation in tension, allowing one or the other to prevail according to what circumstances required. 28 Moreover, innovations in the silk sector went through a bureaucratic evaluation procedure that involved organs of the state, guilds, and individual operators in complex negotiations whose outcome was often uncertain. 29 The world of the guilds was a composite one, made up of merchant and craft components, each in their turn organized according to the hierarchies of the trade, each able to obstruct or support innovation according to the advantage or the economic damage it seemed to promise. The attitude of the guilds toward technical innovation had many facets, all of which need to be taken into account in order to avoid Manichean judgments. The guilds were certainly not those bastions of blinkered conservatism that traditional scholarship has depicted, but neither were they institutions dedicated to the promotion and diffusion of innovation.
Guilds and Patents
The rulers of cities with strong guilds nevertheless remained in the international market for technical know-how. Venice was among the most enterprising in this regard, and the leaders of the Venetian Republic were very active in their attempts to attract craftsmen skilled in various types of (Cambridge, 1988) , and "The Paradoxes of Patenting: Invention and Its Diffusion in 18th-and 19th-Century Britain, manufacture, from metallurgy to arms making, earthenware to cloth. In 1668, for example, an attempt was made to recruit English specialists in certain textiles, while at the beginning of the eighteenth century emissaries of Venice traveled to Florence to recruit silk dyers-an effort that succeeded in luring Cosmo Scatini, a Florentine dyer who knew the secret of dyeing silk black. Between 1727 and 1732 the Venetians twice tried to bring experts in the making of silk veils from Bologna. 30 If Venice was particularly keen on recruiting a specialized labor force to establish new manufactures, other cities also understood the strategic importance of such an effort. In 1662, for example, the city of Turin planned to strengthen the local manufacture of silk by acquiring the knowhow to build a Bolognese-style hydraulic silk mill. The official charged with the operation was to recruit experts in the construction and maintenance of the mill from outside the city. The implementation of the plan encountered some difficulties, but in the end it succeeded and the new mill went into operation in 1665. 31 In 1554 the Republic of Lucca established a special office, the Offizio sopra le Nuove Arti, to undertake the task of "examining the ways of introducing new 'arts' to the city, by searching for and finding men who were able and expert in these."
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In effect, the range in specialization that characterized the important manufacturing cities also primed a competitive mechanism that pushed city governments into using every sort of stratagem to purloin manufacturing expertise from their rivals. Giovanni Botero emphasized the importance of such a political strategy: "The prince who wishes to render his city populous should therefore introduce every sort of industry and artifice, which will bring master craftsmen from other places. [He should] give them housing and comfort and take great ingenuity into account and esteem invention and those works which savor of the singular or the rare, rewarding perfection and excellence." 33 How did manufacturing centers manage to reconcile the guilds' determination to protect their secrets with the need to acquire new skills and techniques? The answer to this question lies in an institutional setup able both to govern the slow, predictable metabolism of the guild system and to react to the swift rhythms of the marketplace. The guilds' tendency to slow progress down was balanced by the ability of city councils and princes to grant patents intended to stimulate innovation and, above all, to attract craftsmen who would bring with them new manufactures. 34 In Venice, the 578 best-known example, patents were mainly used to reward craftsmen who introduced processes or products unknown in the local context and who, for precisely that reason, rarely entered into conflict with the city craft guilds. 35 Patent holders were required to render the patented procedure viable within a year. The monopoly conferred by patent rights ran for some number of years, at the end of which period the new manufacture, if successful, could be assimilated by the guild system. 36 Innovations were thus incorporated into the organizational structure intended to consolidate and preserve them. So, for example, the Florentine Cosmo Scatini, who obtained a patent for silk dyeing, applied to be enrolled in the dyers' guild once his privilege ran out, promising to teach the Venetian craftsmen the process. And the craftsman who introduced the weaving of silk stockings on a frame was rewarded with a ten-year monopoly; it was renewed once, and since there was no guild of framework knitters for him to join when it finally ran out, one was created.
37
The guilds and the patent system, then, fulfilled different functions within the same institutional context.
del Risorgimento (1700-1861) (Milan, 1966), 85; Berveglieri, Inventori stranieri a Venezia (n. 10 above); Sabbatini (n. 10 above); Caligaris; Belfanti, "Fashion and Innovation." 39. On the relations between craftsmen and merchants, see Giorgio Borelli, "A Reading of the Relationships between Cities, Manufacturing Crafts, and Guilds in Early Modern Italy," and Angelo Moioli, "The Changing Role of the Guilds in the Reorganisation of the Milanese Economy throughout the Sixteenth and the Eighteeenth Centuries," both in Guenzi, Massa, and Piola Caselli (n. 10 above), 19-31, 32-55. On conflicts between the workforce and the merchants in the silk sector, see Poni (n. 14 above), 135-36, and, more generally, Paola Massa, "Tipologia tecnica e organizzazione economica della manodopera serica in alcune esperienze italiane (secoli XIV-XVIII)," in Cavaciocchi (n. 4 above), 211-15.
40. The new technique and the monopoly would, in fact, have strengthened the craftsmen's position, giving them control over a delicate phase of the production process and excluding the merchants-who, instead, aimed at controlling the entire production cycle directly. Berveglieri, "Cosmo Scatini. avoided; much depended on, among other things, relations between the guilds and the political authorities and the determination with which city governments strengthened the patent system. The available case studies lead us to conclude that the introduction of new processes or products tended to create conflict with the merchant guilds more frequently than with the craft guilds.
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A few examples will serve to illustrate the point. The adoption of the technique for dyeing silk patented by Scatini in Venice at the beginning of the eighteenth century led to the planning of a centralized dye works in which all the Venetian dyers could work using the new procedure and on which the state would have conferred a monopoly. The project was shipwrecked by the hostility of the silk merchants' guild, which feared that through it the craftsmen might gain strength vis-à-vis the merchant class. 40 Similar conflicts arose in Milan and Padua in the second half of the seventeenth century. These cities had well-established putting-out systems for knitting stockings (using needles), of silk and wool respectively. When foreign craftsmen sought to introduce knitting frames "in the English fashion" their proposals met with resistance from merchants, who understood that the new technique might give rise to a strong organization of skilled craftsmen who would be much more difficult to control than their present docile, mainly female, home-based workforce. Conjuring up the specter of thousands thrown out of work by mechanization, the merchants prevailed. 41 On another occasion in Milan, a mid-eighteenth-century innovation in the production of Indian cotton cloth, protected by patent, did not come into conflict with the craft guild at all but was strenuously opposed by the merchant haberdashers' guild. 42 Craftsmen did oppose innovation in some cases, fearing its potential consequences. The resistance of Florentine spinners to the introduction of VOL. 45 580 the Bolognese-style silk mill in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, for example, was motivated by fear that the new mills would put them out of work. 43 In sixteenth-century Venice, on at least two occasions and for presumably similar reasons, the guilds opposed patent innovations in silk making. 44 Nonetheless, it is fair to assume that such an efficiently functioning, two-speed system was, along with ready access to raw materials and knowhow, a decisive factor in a city's or region's technical supremacy.
Traitors?
The expertise of the artisan was tacit knowledge, transmitted from master to apprentice in the daily routine of the workshop and inseparable from the artisan himself. Unlike codified knowledge, which could be conveyed in the form of a recipe or a manual, tacit knowledge could not be transferred from one place to another except by moving the craftsman as well. 45 Conflicts between merchant and craft components of the guild system could inspire craftsmen to move from one locale to another where their skills might obtain better economic and social recognition. Of course, other causes could arise as well, as when famine in Mantua drove many craftsmen from the city in 1590, or Brescian gunsmiths left in search of work because commissions from the state fell off. 46 In situations such as these (and there are many other examples), craftsmen felt it legitimate to break the social contract of solidarity that was the basis of the guild structure; that is, they felt authorized to "betray" both their social group, from which they had learned their skills, and the state by transferring their knowledge elsewhere. Naturally, neither the guilds nor the state agreed, especially if a strategically important manufacture were involved, and those craftsmen who went abroad were considered traitors 47 and treated as such. 47 To cite one of many examples, Ugolino Menzani of Bologna was tried in absentia and condemned to death at the beginning of the seventeenth century for having exported equipment for throwing and twisting silk to Venice. A painting showing him hanged upside down remained on public display in Bologna for more than a century. 48 One might expect that the transfer of knowledge originated in centers that had reached a high level of technical maturity in a particular production sector; indeed, if an industry had reached a point of diminishing returns, that could exacerbate conflict between merchants and crafts and direct the flow of knowledge toward less technologically advanced locales. However, case studies indicate that the movements of the workforce could also be determined by different factors. For example: the instigators of numerous attempts in the first half of the eighteenth century to export the techniques of silk throwing and twisting and of making silk veils from Bologna did not seek out cities where the silk industry was nonexistent or in its infancy; on the contrary, they preferred places that already had a solid silk-making tradition, such as Venice or Zurich. 49 Craftsmen who brought the secret of framework knitting with them from England offered their services to the governments of the most important Italian silk cities. 50 It is plausible to argue, then, that by preference the transfer of technical know-how took place between centers of comparable technological maturity.
A specialized manufacture or technique could be more easily transferred to places where similar manufacturing traditions already existed and which therefore had, in some degree, technical competence, access to raw materials, knowledge of the market, and a distribution system in place. In other words, the transfer of technical knowledge had more chance of success in a context offering the advantages of what Brian Arthur has called "increasing returns to adoption." 51 It was both more complex and more expensive, in terms of transaction costs, to transfer knowledge to virgin territory. 52 JULY 2004 VOL. 45 582 Naturally, this applies to sectors marked by an advanced level of technology, in which barriers to entry were higher. Thus, in order to export the technique of the Bolognese-style silk water mill it was not enough that an expert spinner should be willing to emigrate; it was also necessary to have, among other things, a joiner who could build and maintain the mill, a craftsman able to make the spools, and so on. 53 As David Jeremy wrote of technology transfer from England to the United States in the nineteenth century, "industrial espionage . . . is not a simple matter of sending a machine, a formula or even a skilled worker from country A to country B. Technology transfer, for that is what industrial espionage seeks to achieve, is a much larger and more complex process demanding a range of technical, economic and cultural preconditions in the recipient state as well as carriers appropriate to the technology concerned." 54 One strategy for satisfying that demand was the practice, already common in the late Middle Ages, of merchants or city governments moving whole groups of skilled artisans. 55 Worker migrations, as individuals or in groups, were often based on information collected from merchants, other craftsmen, or other intermediaries. It is worth noting that such information had to be accurate with regard to packing and transportation of machinery, tools, and other equipment. 56 Emigration of a skilled workforce might also be influenced by other conditions, such as the ability of workers to stay in touch with home in order to retain access to technical information and to markets. The political turbulence of the fourteenth century led many silk craftsmen to abandon Lucca for Bologna, Florence, and Venice, but once peace had been reestablished they renewed their links with their city of origin and created a production network that shared markets and know-how. 57 Most often, however, the migration of a skilled workforce severed its connections to home, and the success of such transplanted artisans depended in large measure on their ability to exploit complementary technical competences and gain access to raw and semifinished materials. 58 The problem was perfectly clear to the artisans themselves, and in some cases they were able to find efficient solutions. Again, a couple of examples will illustrate. Venetian glassmakers skilled in the manufacture of beads left that city in great numbers during the eighteenth century, departing for many Italian and foreign regions. The Venetian authorities opposed this exodus, with mixed success. 59 In the course of numerous investigations they discovered the existence of a vast clandestine trade between Venice and the new manufacturing centers in the glass paste used to make beads. 60 A similar circumstance came to light during the trial in Bologna of a group of persons who had tried to export the technique for making silk veils. Testimony revealed that a merchant who had taken this trade secret to Florence some twenty years before had kept in touch with his home city in order to renew his supplies of raw materials. 61 The Bolognese veils were made of a very fine, light cloth, produced in both a smooth and a crêpe finish, and their quality depended to a large extent on the use of high-quality Bolognese silk and, above all, on the thread made in the silk mills of Bologna. 62 The movement of skilled workers from one manufacturing center to another thus seems to have activated networks of communication through which information and goods flowed in a more-or-less legal manner, despite limitations and prohibitions. The existence or creation of such networks could play a determining role in the transfer of technical knowledge. We cannot exclude the possibility that places lacking any relevant production infrastructure might still benefit from gaining the technical know-how needed to establish a manufacture. Success depended on the ability of skilled artisans to find and exploit, even if only partially, conditions similar to those of the technical and economic environment from which they had come. It was precisely to this end that mercantile states, who brought in craftsmen from outside their own territory, also sought to facilitate the setting up of new industries through tax exemptions and other privileges that would in some way compensate, at least in part, for the gap between them and established competitors. 
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A Changing World
Between the sixteenth and the eighteenth centuries craftsmen from the various manufacturing centers scattered ever more widely across Europe. 63 Their dispersion was matched by the spread of technical know-how to such an extent that by the end of the eighteenth century, as Marsilio Landriani observed in the passage already quoted, the Italian cities had lost their ancient position as the leading producers of silk.
64 A self-styled Dutch merchant, author of a pamphlet produced in Bologna in 1771, declared that manufacture "is no longer an arcane secret in our days." 65 He was echoed in the same year by the anonymous author of a report on the silk industry, who observed that no manufacturing center had been able to remain the exclusive source of a particular specialty for more than one or two centuries before its secrets were purloined "either by the betrayal of its own people or by the industry of the outsiders," and who further argued that "the world now feeds, more than at any other time, on novelties and appearances." 66 It would seem that traditional manufacture no longer had many secrets to hide. To the mobility of artisans was added the publication of texts and planches from the Encylopédie, which contributed to codifying, in some sense, that tacit knowledge that had for so long been the province of the workshops. 67 Is the comment by the anonymous Bolognese about his contemporaries' passion for "novelty" and "appearance" perhaps to be interpreted as a sign of rising interest in product innovations? Recent studies have demonstrated that product innovation became increasingly important in the preindustrial economy, to both the marketing strategies of producers and the choices of consumers. 68 It might consist in the launch of an absolutely new product, or in the substitution of materials to render an old one less costly or better suited to the market, or in the invention of clothing fashion, or in the introduction of brands that conferred an identity on goods.
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The Italian manufacturing cities were alive to the possibilities of this particular aspect of innovation during the sixteenth century, as two examples from the textile sector will show. In the second half of the sixteenth century Italian silk manufacturing faced a significant change in demand marked by increasing orientation toward less expensive cloth. The most important production centers reacted by adapting their products. 70 Venetian silk makers introduced a new article, brocatelle, a mixed fabric made up of top-grade silk and lower-quality fibers such as flax, cotton, or secondgrade silk, that gave Venice a commanding position in the trade in cheaper silk cloth. 71 But the most significant product innovation was without doubt knitted stockings, which in the second half of the century rapidly became a fashion item throughout Europe. More elastic and better-fitting than similar garments traditionally made in cloth, they are one of the earliest examples of ready-made clothing, which could be bought and worn without needing the work of a tailor. It is impossible to document how and where knitted stockings originated, but two northern Italian cities quickly came to dominate the trade, Mantua for woolen stockings and Milan for silk. 72 In the sixteenth century the cities of northern Italy remained vigorous manufacturing centers, not lacking in ingenuity or creativity, and it would be possible to give more examples similar to these from that period. But between the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries Italian manufactures began to lose ground. Scholars have analyzed and debated the reasons for this decline. 73 While the question does not really lie within the scope of this article, I should like to underline that, among the various explanations proposed, the emergence of Paris and London as centers of product innovation must play a decisive role. The rise of Paris is connected with the royal court, which fed a lively and varied demand for luxury consumer goods, which were in turn copied by the aristocracy. Sustained demand among aristo-crats and courtiers stimulated the creativity of Parisian craftsmen, who had to accommodate the tastes of a capricious clientele. 74 Parisian leadership in design was not limited to goods destined for the elite. The luxury sector, in fact, represented a sort of laboratory for the development of items that might eventually be reproduced in more modest materials and made accessible to a wider consuming public-a pattern that still holds true today in one fashion or another. The "populuxe goods" discussed by Cissie Fairchilds and the production of semiluxury commodities are examples of such forms of product innovation. 75 On the other hand, recent research suggests that French society was more consumption oriented than scholars had previously thought. 76 London owed its rise as a center for design and innovation to its position as the most important commercial crossroads in the world, through which passed all manner of merchandise that influenced European taste in the period. English producers exploited their position and ably imitated these exotic products, sometimes using different materials, sometimes adapting them to European tastes. 77 These were the methods of product innovation that underpinned the success of semiluxury commodities like "decorative metal wares, ceramics and glass, light furnishings and clocks and watches." 78 The anonymous Bolognese author of the report on the silk industry quoted above would have us believe that Italian producers were in some measure aware of the increasingly important role of product innovation, but it was not exactly so. In the eighteenth century, few Italian manufactures held a commanding international position, and those that did tended to occupy market niches. The Venetian glass industry, once famous for its mirrors, was now essentially a supplier of beads to the colonial powers, whose merchants used them to barter with the indigenous populations of Africa and North America. 79 Similarly, the Remondini publishing house of Bassano became famous throughout the continent for its prints; prevalently of a religious character, they were sold from Portugal to Russia, and even reached Latin America, all made possible by a network of correspondents and, above all, a veritable army of itinerant salesmen. 80 Italian manufactures' loss of competitiveness in the eighteenth century was particularly serious in the silk sector. Lyons had become the undisputed center of silk manufacturing in Europe, thanks in part to the ingenious product innovation of changing the patterns of the façonné cloth annually. 81 Silk was too important to the economies of the northern Italian cities for them to accept without a struggle the secondary role to which they had been relegated. Their first line of attack was to imitate the features that made Lyons silk so attractive, but this strategy failed because of their lack of "designers capable of such inventions." 82 Some cities, including Milan and Turin, responded by recruiting designers from Lyons. 83 And some advocated a more complex but more farsighted response: training designers. Design schools were established in some of the principal silk-making centers. In Milan a "school for the designs of our manufacture" was set up in 1773 and entrusted to the direction of Benedetto Lamy of France. 84 The creation of the Academy for Design in Venice dates to 1763. Its students were expected to learn how to draw the motifs for façonné cloth on paper and then transfer the drawing to the loom. 85 The director of the academy was Pietro D'Avanzo, author of a treatise that may have been used as a handbook by the students. 86 The dearth of surviving documentary evidence makes it difficult to evaluate the role played by the design schools, but the irreversible decline in Italian silk manufacture would seem to indicate that not even the 87. Archivio di Stato di Venezia, V Savi, Diversorum, b. 388, n. 45, 28 April 1777 more veneto. Marsilio Landriani drew the same conclusion: "The trade in cloth from Lyon is not only sustained by their excellent market, by the perfection of the execution of the work, by the prestige of their fashion, but also through the elegance and the vivacity of the designs and by the embroidery for which the cloth acquires a considerable value, above all others in Europe. In this sense there is no other nation or city, which can compete with or be equal to Lyon. The great numbers of designers that are found there, and who, as a measure of their superiority, by talent acquire greater fortune, excite an emulation and a competition which promotes the art of design and an astounding perfection. Each year the valid designer makes a journey to Paris to study, in the infinite variety of the fashion and the caprice of the elegant Parisiens, the color, the decoration, the bizarre touch or imagination that could give originality and brio to his designs." Pessina, Relazioni di Marsilio Landriani (n. 17 above), 30-31.
88. Long hits the mark when she writes: "The role of the patent in the process of the
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VOL. 45 588 attempt to train designers met with success. The inefficiency of the Venetian academy is attested to by the fact that when D'Avanzo died in 1777 the Venetian ambassador to France was charged with engaging a designer there who could teach the secret of the superior design motifs of Lyonnais silk. In his reply the ambassador clearly illustrated the reasons for which the initiative was bound to fail-and which were, in the end, the reasons for the failure of the design schools: "The mere fact of being in Lyon itself, with the intense competition between workshops, the constant practice refining their skills, the observation of the work of others and the necessity of inventing new designs lest goods be left in the warehouses: all these factors in one place concur to stimulate and spur on their powers of invention and their will in such a particular, even unique, way that the same designer will not have equal success, transport him where you will, even to Paris."
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The Circulation of Knowledge
From the sixteenth to the eighteenth centuries the cities of northern Italy acted as poles for the movement of skilled artisans, a powerful impulse toward the propagation of technical knowledge. The mobility of a skilled workforce was not caused in this case, in contrast to others, by religious persecution or institutionalized forms of itinerant work, but by competition between city economies, on the one hand, and the institutions that regulated urban manufacture, on the other.
The guilds had elaborated, consolidated, and transmitted the stores of knowledge that had allowed many cities and towns to become specialized manufacturing centers. Together with marked political fragmentation, the variety of specialties that distinguished cities from one another contributed to a competition for the trade secrets that underpinned economic success. Patent laws introduced by many states beginning in the fifteenth century offered advantages to those who had the skills to set up new manufactures.
A key to acquiring the secret of a production process lay in the movement of artisans who could apply and transmit tacit technical knowledgea kind of black box of the preindustrial economy. The migration of skilled workers often created synergetic effects, activating flows of goods and technical equipment between the place of origin and the new settlement. In the majority of cases, activation of these networks, which were vital to the success of the transfer of technical knowledge, took place in a wholly or partially clandestine fashion, which was nonetheless very effective. Guilds and patents formed an institutional pairing, aimed at managing and transmitting new production techniques while minimizing conflict.
During the eighteenth century the spread of codified knowledge and the diffusion of technical know-how made possible by the efficient functioning of the guild/patent system seemed to have revealed every secret of traditional manufacture. Competition came to center on the product itself, with creativity and design the fundamental ingredients for success. Marsilio Landriani, comparing the important manufactures of the continent with the Italian situation, understood that product innovation had become strategic in a society where good taste was dictated by continually changing fashion: "The fashion does not demand a correction of the design but rather an infinite and capricious variety, a happy invention, similar to the chance and the circumstances of the moment; it even demands an apparent solidity. For, in fact, what would be the use of real solidity if the instability of fashion condemns as absurd today, that which it hailed as excellent yesterday?" 89
